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4 
Knickers to That! 

Emma Kidd

I was born in 1981, and had a modest upbringing, growing up in a small 
market town in the UK in the middle of the capitalist boom, which I was 
largely sheltered from due to my love of the outdoors and disinterest in 
modern popular childhood crazes such as boy bands and shopping. There 
have since been two main themes in my life journey so far. The first is an 
intense, prolonged discomfort with the status quo presented to me as a 
young woman growing up in the 21st Century – for the lack of humanness, 
compassion and meaning in the systems and organisations that have been 
created, and their tendency toward destruction and exploitation. The 
second is my growing sense of wonder and reverence for the dynamic 
web of life on Earth, and a strong intuition of how this is intrinsically, 
and necessarily, linked to the practice of sustainability. It is these themes 
that I will weave together in recounting my experience of bringing a more 
responsible, sustainable and beneficial way of being into practice through 
my ethical underwear project, Emiliana Underwear.

When I was growing up I never had an interest in fashion, and still don’t. 
I have never bought into the idea that style should be dictated. However, 
I have always had a love of colour and textiles, drawing and creating – and 
have also had the ability to perceive quality, in fabrics and clothing, since 
a very young age, despite not being particularly interested in shopping. I 
have also always loved underwear, ever since my grandmother bought me 
my first matching cotton vest and knicker set. So after studying art and 
textiles for two years at an art school, I then trained as a lingerie designer 
at De Montfort University in Leicester, England – the only university in 
the world at that time to teach underwear design and manufacture to 
degree level. After graduating, at the age of 21, I was given my first job in 
Hong Kong. I left the UK to move there in May 2003, which happened 
to be during a nasty flu-type epidemic – SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome). I remember that the aeroplane was only half full, and most of 
those on board were wearing face masks. Despite this, I was not scared – 
it was my first job, not just as any designer, but an international designer 
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working with multinational brands in countries all over the world. I was 
21, and the opportunity to move to Hong Kong and to build a career in 
Asia was beyond my wildest dreams, especially since I had never before 
travelled outside of Europe.

On one level, life and work for me in Hong Kong was exciting, fast 
and fun. I enjoyed many corporate and ex-pat “luxuries”: socialising with 
colleagues, taking clients to Michelin-starred restaurants and charging 
bottles of vintage Champagne to my company credit card. Outside of 
work, Hong Kong and South East Asia were exciting areas to explore, 
geographically and culturally. On weekends I went hiking in the National 
Parks; body boarding at one of the numerous beaches; and took boat trips 
with friends to explore this fascinating archipelago, stopping often to dive 
into the cool depths of the South China Sea. I searched for tiny, hidden local 
restaurants in a quest for the best Cantonese dim-sum or Malaysian laksa 
noodles. These excursions in nature and culture were part of what kept 
me in Hong Kong for 5 years, for on another level I found this life lonely, 
destructive and superficial. I experienced the coldness and destruction that 
capitalism and consumerism leave in their wake; the feelings they create 
of never having enough, never being good enough, never being satisfied. 
I also witnessed the reality of the social and environmental destruction 
caused by their industrial processes in China.

Everywhere I turned, at work, on the streets of Hong Kong, in 
conversations with friends, I came face-to-face with the foundation stone 
of capitalism – quantification – that reduces everything to that which 
can be separated, measured, and assigned a numerical, financial, value. 
It stripped the qualities, dynamism and sacredness out of life, and led 
to a lack of compassion and humanness on many levels of my everyday 
experience. This was played out in many different aspects of my life. In 
the design work that I was involved in at work, quality was constantly 
undermined by the bottom line. The stress of working in high-pressure 
environments was constantly visible on friends’ faces, from always having 
to meet higher targets and further increase sales, orders and profit; this led 
some to alcohol and drug abuse. The machinists sewing the garments in 
the factories that I visited in China were treated like robots, being given 
mindless tasks to repeat constantly for hours on end, and never referred to 
by name but instead assigned a number. The bustling streets of Hong Kong 
Island would heave daily, rain or shine, always active 24/7, yet people rarely 
had time to stop and chat, or to take much notice of their surroundings. 
I was lonely, and felt extremely isolated, even though I was one in seven 
million. In my apartment I would sit and imagine all of the people in all 
of the skyscrapers in Hong Kong as best I could, then I would dissolve the 
walls so that I could see the density of these people, so close in proximity, 
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yet so separate from each other in their minds and their lives. I felt the 
weight of this collective separation as if it sat directly on my shoulders.

The suffering I experienced stemmed from a deep, societal malaise, but 
when living in the middle of it it was pretty hard to get a vantage point on 
it. It just consumed me. The initial design work that I was engaged in for 
large retail clients when I first moved to Hong Kong I nicknamed “paint 
by numbers”, and the “McDonalds” of design. Unless the design was for a 
luxury brand or market leader, we just had to choose underwear shapes that 
had already been made, change the colour and fabric, and add or take away a 
bow or some lace. There was no meaningful designing for us to be engaged 
in because the buyers just wanted styles that had already previously sold 
well, or were selling well for other brands. Not only was there no desire for 
originality or creativity, there was no assessment of what the end customer 
really wanted, or would benefit from and, at that time, aside from general 
national regulations, there was certainly no consideration as to whether 
any of the manufacturing or sourcing processes were environmentally or 
socially responsible.

Working in the “fashion industry”, and living in Hong Kong, I also 
experienced the consumer side of this process. There was row upon row 
of air conditioned shopping malls filling the already dense urban spaces, 
touting a massive array of garments, which even then will have mostly 
been made in China. There were gigantic billboards plastered around 
the city visually instructing women on how they “should” look – which 
in Hong Kong is always thinner, and with ever-whiter skin. This whole 
city was set up for “consumers”, not people for whom these retailers 
were providing a service. To me these retailers felt more like drug dealers, 
providing the means for a manufactured social addiction and social 
climbing. However, it is all just a huge trick; those companies needed us 
to survive, to keep making a profit – they were not feeding us, we were 
feeding them – a clever, painstakingly executed illusion. They played on 
peoples’ insecurities, desires for acceptance and a need to conform, so that 
the organisations and corporations could sustain themselves, and their 
insatiable hunger for profit.

Looking back I quite quickly became depressed and my sense of self-
worth plummeted. Money did not make me happy, buying things did 
not make me happy and nor did success. I began to hate the way I looked 
and became very body conscious; I felt oversized and unattractive. I dated 
men that I was totally incompatible with because I didn’t believe that I 
deserved any better. I also became ill frequently and constantly suffered 
from digestive problems and fatigue. It felt like something deep inside 
me couldn’t cope anymore and just shut down. I lost my spark, my joie 
de vivre. I started becoming more of a recluse, socialising became a chore 
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and I retreated more and more into myself. I realised that I wanted more 
from life, so I took a break and left Hong Kong for four months to go 
travelling around South America. For my life in Hong Kong this marked 
the start of the end. I returned from an amazing, mind-expanding and 
fulfilling travelling experience, to a new job in an even more suffocating, 
controlled work environment than I had previously experienced, and so 
in my last year of living in Hong Kong I suffered a kind of anxiety that 
left me unable to even carry out my work. I couldn’t do my “job”, and to 
my disbelief I was put on probation. I had experienced a rising career with 
leaps of promotion, fast on my way to becoming Head of Design or Design 
Director if I had stayed on track – yet, I found that I couldn’t even carry out 
simple tasks that were put in front of me. I just didn’t care about my work 
or profession anymore and so everything became a huge effort. The design 
work I did felt completely meaningless and so it became a physical battle to 
even put pen to paper. I missed deadlines, and my work lacked interest and 
effort. However, none of my actions were calculated or explicitly directed 
as an act of rebellion; the suffering was more subtle, deeper and pervasive 
than that. The lack of humanness and meaning, that I could feel and see 
all around me, had gradually become too much for my mind and body to 
cope with. I had to leave.

What happened next was that I had my whole world shaken up and 
down – in a good way. I made a giant leap into the unknown; I left my 
job, my apartment, my career and flew back to the UK. I discovered that a 
place where people were asking the same questions as me actually exists! 
I had stumbled upon an advert for Schumacher College, an International 
College for Sustainability and Ecology in Devon, England, just before 
leaving Hong Kong, and made my way straight there to participate in 
two residential short courses that were entitled, “Can the Earth Survive 
Capitalism?” and “Designing for Sustainability”. Later that year I took the 
bigger step and moved on site for seven months to join the Master’s degree 
in Holistic Science. And whoosh – a whole new way of seeing emerged.

Suddenly I was being presented with scientific, practical and 
philosophical stories of life that were dynamic and interactive, imbued 
with meaning and creativity, chaos and complexity – stories that made 
sense and felt right. For the first time in my life I felt that the Earth was 
alive! I became able to see the dynamism in plants, eco-systems and in life 
in general. I learned not just intuitively, but also intellectually, how the 
whole is always in relation to, not separate from, the parts, whether in a 
human being, a plant or a complex Earth system such as the carbon cycle. 
I had been renewed with a sense of awe and wonder for life.

I have always believed in equality and respect, for humans and the 
environment – but my experience at Schumacher added a belief of the need 
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for reverence also. Suddenly the methods of quantification that capitalism 
and mass production use to measure and “value” life felt even more out of 
place. I realised that in our society of conspicuous “consumption” we not 
only disrespect life but we also deny its reverence so that we can justify 
exploiting it for profit. I needed to try something different, I just did not 
want to be a part of this anymore.

However, after graduating I was unemployed, with a large bank loan 
owing for my Master’s degree, no money coming in and so in quite a state of 
financial despair. I had all of these new and wonderful insights into how we 
could right some of our terrible wrongs in the world, but I felt that, outside 
of Schumacher College or close friends, no-one could hear me, or wanted 
to listen. So I started connecting to smaller projects where people were 
fighting for their values and also struggling financially, but who were at 
least walking their talk. One of which was Whomadeyourpants? an ethical 
underwear cooperative based in south England who work with refugee 
women, and who I still design for today. They are not afraid to challenge 
the systems that they disagree with, and even dare to see “responsible” 
business practice as “normal”. This gave me hope, fulfilment and a renewed 
energy to keep going. These projects sustained me emotionally, and 
intellectually, but not financially. So, I moved back in with my family. I was 
sat at home, unemployed, with no money even to travel, let alone to invest 
in my ideas but with a determination that just would not rest.

Then I had my big idea. It was a bright sunny day in late summer and 
what came to me in a flash of clarity and inspiration was that I just had to 
start. I could manifest my way of seeing the world by living it in a practical 
way. I could begin to create work for myself making sustainable lingerie, 
by doing what I already knew how to do, from exactly where I was, in that 
place, in that moment. By then I had over eight years of industry experience 
in professional lingerie design and development, and I had been dreaming 
about what a sustainable version of these processes and products would 
look like since my very first year in Hong Kong, always creating various 
ideas for ethical projects but never feeling happy about one part or another. 
With my long held obsession over the needless, endlessly increasing 
supplies of “stuff ” in the world, I wasn’t happy just sourcing materials 
that pertained to be “eco-friendly”. I felt so strongly that we have already 
created enough “stuff ”, already more than the Earth can handle. So, if we 
already have all of this “stuff ”, why not use some of that? Why not turn 
our unwanted materials into something new? This all came together into a 
kind of “a-ha” moment. I had a pile of unwanted stretchy t-shirts and tops 
in my drawers, and what is stretchy material perfect for? Knickers! And so, 
in a flash, started my responsible knicker revolution with my upcycling 
project, Emiliana Underwear.
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The overall idea of Emiliana is to show women that they can be flexible 
and creative with how they fulfil their need for underwear, without 
compromising the needs of other people, or the environment, by upcycling 
unwanted clothing and fabrics. Instead of designing for profit, or for 
some external “consumer”, I started by trying to create a pair of knickers 
that I would love to wear, and that I would also love to make. I only had 
a domestic sewing machine at home, so I wanted them to be simple to 
sew but to still look professional and fit perfectly. I came up with a simple 
shorts design, and started out by just making knickers for friends, and by 
Christmas time I was making them for friends of friends and then also 
sharing my insights and experiences on a blog that I created for the project. 
The following year I was invited to sell at a large women’s conference in 
London called Women on Fire, and I also started to sell on markets, in 
small boutiques and online stores.

Each piece of Emiliana Underwear is unique, and the fabrics, design and 
fit have been given a degree of thought and attention, not to mention love, 
that just does not exist in the mass-produced goods available in our high 
street stores. They are also upcycled. I chose to upcycle clothing rather 
than use new eco-fabrics because I understood the complexities of the 
situation. For example, organic cotton means a hell of lot more water is 
being wasted, and natural yarns used to create stretch jersey fabrics are 
still incredibly energy-intensive. I source unwanted fabrics and clothing, 
mostly from charity shops in the UK, and so any money I do spend on 
fabrics goes to a worthy, not-for-profit cause. This gives the clothes a new 
lease of life, and gives the Earth, and people, a rest from yet more resource 
extraction and production.

 When I started I did not know where this project would go but I knew 
instinctively that I just had to trust in the process, and that the most 
valuable learning comes through doing. For me it was the process that was 
more valuable than the knickers themselves; they were a beautiful token 
to my action of challenging systems that I disagreed with. After a few 
months I also decided to create a make-your-own knickers kit as a way to 
share that process. I also found sewing and preparing the kits alone at home 
quite lonely and so I searched for ways to connect with women directly. I 
started to lead knicker-making workshops, and to give talks on upcycling, 
teaching women how to make their own knickers and upcycle their own 
clothing. I find these activities much more enjoyable and rewarding, rather 
than just being a producer of goods.

Emiliana enables me to sustain a small livelihood that I can live and 
create on my own terms. I feel that the value Emiliana holds for other 
women is in enabling them to satisfy their need for underwear based on 
values, relationships and co-learning. So Emiliana is not only sustainable, 
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it is also empowering. The knickers are achievable on minimal sewing 
experience, on any domestic sewing machine that has a zigzag stitch. This 
process enables women to use and develop their practical and creative 
abilities, to satisfy their own wants and needs, instead of relying on a 
commercial system to do it for them. The skill of making up the knickers 
is a replicable process, and once they have copied the fabric pattern onto 
paper they can repeat it as many times as they like, giving them the chance 
to upcycle unwanted materials, which means saving them from the waste 
stream, and giving them a new lease of life. This has a broader level of value 
too: reducing people’s reliance on mass-produced goods reduces their 
connection to purely for-profit based organisations and economies that 
are accountable only to shareholders, and creates creative, local solutions 
to resource and waste management. I am also experimenting with a new 
open-sourcing policy of sharing the patterns to local community groups of 
women, in return for information on their project to share on the Emiliana 
website. I am currently trialling this with a friend in Mexico who is taking 
the patterns to different groups of women to see how it can support their 
need for underwear, and possibly their need for financial income.

With Emiliana I try to demonstrate the possibility for the dissemination 
of practical knowledge which usually stays locked within our educational 
or commercial institutions, and to dispel the illusions around mass-made 
clothing. Both keep many women disempowered by feeling that they will 
never achieve a decent alternative to options on the high street. Beyond 
just being a small part of a solution to exploitation and waste, Emiliana 
can empower other women to create their own solutions; to rekindle or 
enliven their creativity and ability to create; and not least to realise the 
power that they hold in the decision of “to buy” or “not to buy”, and the 
responsibility of the long list of processes, whether harmful or helpful, 
that those decisions carry.

At this point in time, a large barrier to women making their own 
underwear is a lack of time. Women who work full-time often have little 
time for themselves, let alone time to hand-make things. From my own 
experience being self-employed, I find it hard to believe that we can make 
the most sustainable choices for life when we do work full time. So there 
are big, complex questions around lifestyle choice and financial constraints 
that are involved if women want to make the time to hand-make more 
of what they want or need themselves. Another challenge that I have 
experienced is that I have not been successful in getting many of the 
ready-made knickers to sell in stores because of the low cost-price that 
the retailers demand. They usually charge customers more than double the 
amount that the producer receives. For me to accurately reflect my costs in 
the price that I charge the retailer, the knickers would end up being a very 
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high-end luxury product that few could afford, which is not what I want.
I really enjoy sharing my knowledge and upcycling experience with 

other women, but in the face of our current social and environmental 
crises, it does not feel enough. Emiliana enables us to directly make use 
of what we have already created, our unwanted clothing, which is great 
and much needed. What it cannot do so directly is give people the lived 
experience necessary to develop an understanding of the dynamic, 
interconnected nature of nature, so that they feel an intrinsic part of the 
web of life on Earth, not separate from it. This is exactly what I think is 
needed to understand that, to be sustainable, we need to collectively work 
with nature in every decision concerning all of our designs, resource use, 
and production processes.

When I am in my back garden on a clear night I look up at the stars and 
think wow, life really is a miracle. We live on a ball of rock, with a furnace 
for a belly, spinning around a much larger fireball called the Sun, in the 
depths of some mostly unknown, vast dimension called “space”. We have 
developed theories and stories to explain these mysteries of the Universe 
and of life on Earth, but so far the majority tell us that we are separate from 
both. Then I take a breath, and take time to really think about how many 
parts of the systems on this Earth and in this universe have contributed 
toward supporting just that one breath. I contemplate the “known”, 
and the as-yet unknown, and then I instinctively understand just how 
interconnected, complex and mysterious it all is. For me the world is then 
inherently imbued with meaning and creativity, and I am filled with awe 
and with wonder.

To achieve my current way of seeing life, and my place in it, as I have 
described above, I have had to step aside from the status quo, question 
many taken-for-granted assumptions that western life and society is based 
on, and learn to think and experience life directly for myself again, outside 
of the constraints of mainstream theories and beliefs. I have had to alter 
my perception to start to explore life outside of the capitalist, mechanistic 
“reality” that we have created, so that I can start to work on a different 
“reality” that benefits all; where everything is connected, where the 
part is no more or less important than the whole, and where the health 
of the relationships between the parts is just as important as the parts 
themselves, just as it is in the Earth’s eco-systems. I feel that for us to be 
sustainable, it is necessary for the individual and the collective to also do 
this. It is the opening of hearts and minds that allows us to experience 
the wonder and awe of our dynamic living planet and our place in it, and 
to appreciate the qualities of life, not just quantities, and then let this be 
reflected in our actions. This opening can generate a deep and meaningful 
respect and reverence for all life, which then naturally calls forth other 
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qualities of life such as celebration, wonder and mystery. It is this sense of 
deep connection, of awe and of wonder, of curiosity and celebration, that 
I feel are essential for us to develop, as a human race, if we are to not only 
survive on this Earth, and “sustain” our race, but also learn how to thrive. 


